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Abstract 

 

This thesis investigates sensorless position control of valveless pump-controlled hydraulic 

actuators for non-road mobile machinery (NRMM). The utilized hydraulic systems are 

direct driven hydraulics (DDH), a type of electrohydrostatic actuators (EHA), which uses 

an electric servomotor to drive hydraulic pumps of a single hydraulic cylinder or parallel 

cylinder group. The advantages of DDH over traditional valve-controlled hydraulics are 

increased energy efficiency due to elimination of the valve losses and improved 

controllability due to no need for servovalves. Advantages and disadvantages of various 

types of position sensors, which are available on the market were investigated for hydraulic 

cylinder application. These sensors, while accurate, have been noted to be rather expensive 

and not suitable for harsh environment applications. Virtual sensors can provide an 

alternative to physical position sensors. The servomotor driven pumps provides a 

possibility for sensorless position control of hydraulic cylinders without need for sensors. 

The sensorless position control was realized by simulating the interaction of DDH units 

and hydraulic cylinders of a testbed prototype hybrid mining loader. By utilizing only 

torque and speed data received from electric motor controller it is possible to simulate the 

position of a cylinder, provided that all relevant parameters such as pump and cylinder 

dimensions and efficiencies as well as oil properties are known. Simulation model of the 

DDH system of the mining loader was realized using Matlab/Simulink Simscape hydraulic 

and multibody blocks.  Results within the simulation showed that the model can reach an 

accuracy within a few millimetres for a single cycle. The maximum error increased with 

increasing load and a cumulative error for repeated cycles was observed, which 

recommends simple cylinder end or middle point proximity sensors to be used as reference 

points. Measured data from a test work cycle with no load and with 1040 and 2205 kg 

loads were used to test the accuracy of the simulation. Results demonstrated that the 

maximum error increased with increasing load as in the simulation. The errors were 

reduced by utilizing the reference points, especially during successive cycles. Tests using 

the position calculation as sensors demonstrated slightly higher error. However it verified 

that it is possible to be utilized as a virtual position sensor for cylinder movement control 

with centimetre scale accuracy when assisted by error compensation methods.  
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Tässä diplomityössä tutkitaan venttiilittömien, pumppuohjattujen hydraulisylinterien 
sensoritonta paikkasäätöä työkoneissa. Näitä tutkittuja hydraulijärjestelmiä kutsutaan 
suorakäyttöhydrauliikaksi (englanniksi direct driven hydraulics (DDH) tai 
electrohydrostatic actuator (EHA)), joissa yhtä sylinteriä tai rinnaikkaissylinteriryhmää 
ohjataan suoraan pumpuilla, joita ajetaan servomoottorilla. DDH:n etuja tavalliseen 
venttiiliohjattuun järjestelmään ovat parempi hyötysuhde, koska venttiilien virtaushäviöt 
saadaan vähennettyä sekä parempi ja yksinkertaisempi ohjattavuus, koska ohjauksessa ei 
ole tarvetta servoventtiileille. Tutkimuksessa käsiteltiin myös erilaisia kaupallisesti 
saatavilla olevia sylinterien paikkasensoreita sekä niiden hyötyjä ja haittoja. Vaikka 
paikkasensorit ovat tarkkoja, ne voivat olla yllättävän kalliita ja vikaherkkiä hankalissa ja 
likaisissa olosuhteissa. Virtuaaliset sensorit voivat olla vaihtoehto fyysisille sensoreille. 
Sylinterien sensoriton paikansäätö voidaan toteuttaa pumppuja käyttävillä 
servomoottoreilla, jolloin ei ole tarvetta tavallisille paikkasensoreille. Sensoriton 
paikansäätö toteutettiin simuloimalla testialustana käytetyn prototyyppi 
hybridikaivoslastarin DDH yksikköjen ja sylinterien keskeistä vuorovaikutusta. 
Servomoottorien ohjaimilta saaduilla vääntö- ja pyörimisnopeusdatalla voitiin 
simuloinnin avulla laskea sylinterien paikka, mikäli kaikki tarvittavat 
hydraulijärjestelmän parametrit, kuten pumppujen ja sylinterien mitat ja hyötysuhteet 
sekä öljyn tila tunnetaan. Kaivoslastarin DDH yksiköiden simulointimalli toteutettiin 
Matlab/Simulinkin Simscape hydrauliikka- ja monikappalemalleilla. Simuloinnin 
sisäisten tuloksien perusteella, malli kykeni muutaman millimetrin tarkkuuteen yhden 
liikesyklin aikana. Maksimivirhe kasvoi suuremmilla kuormilla sekä toistuvat syklit 
aiheuttivat virheen kumuloitumista, joita voidaan korjata käyttämällä yksinkertaisia ja 
halpoja läheisyysantureita referenssipisteinä sylinterin keskiosassa ja päädyissä. 
Simulaatiomallin tarkkuutta testattiin mittauksilla työsyklistä. Mittaustulosten 
perusteella maksimivirhe kasvoi suuremmilla kuormilla, kuten simulaatiossa. 
Referenssipisteitä käyttämällä virheet vähenivät erityisesti toistuvilla sykleillä. Testit, 
joissa sylinterien paikkalaskuria käytettiin virtuaalisena paikkasensorina, tuottivat 
hieman suurempaa virhettä, mutta tuloksien perusteella menetelmää on mahdollista 
käyttää paikkasensorina sylinterien liikeohjaukselle senttimetrin tarkkuudella, kun 
käytetään virheenkompensointimetodeja. 
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Abbreviations and Acronyms 
 

CAD  Computer assisted design 

CAN  Control area network 

DDH  Direct driven hydraulics 

EHA  Electrohydrostatic actuator 

MEMS  Micro-electromechanical system 

NRMM Non-road mobile machinery 

PMAC  Permanent magnet alternating current 

PRV  Pressure relief valve 

UWB  Ultra-wide band 

Nomenclature 
 

Acyl_A Piston A-side area [m2] 

Acyl_B Piston B-side area [m2] 

Av Valve opening area [m2] 

Cd  Discharge coefficient  

Fp Piston force [N] 

pA A-side pressure [Pa] 

pB B-side pressure [Pa] 

ηhm_cyl Cylinder hydro-mechanical efficiency [-] 

ηv_cyl Cylinder volumetric efficiency [-] 

vcyl Cylinder piston velocity [m/s] 

qv Pump flow [m3/s] 

ηv_p Pump volumetric efficiency [-] 

ηhm_p Pump hydro-mechanical efficiency [-] 

Vp Pump displacement [m3/rev] 

Tp Pump torque [Nm] 

τFric Friction torque [Nm] 

τ0 No-load torque [Nm] 

KTP Friction torque vs pressure gain coefficient [Nm/pa] 

Δp Pump pressure gain [Pa] 

ΔpNom Nominal pump pressure gain [Pa] 

ω Pump angular velocity [rad/s] 

ωNom Nominal pump angular velocity [rad/s] 

ωThresh Threshold angular velocity between pump and 

motor mode transition 

[rad/s] 

ην,Nom Nominal volumetric efficiency [-] 

ηTot Total efficiency  

qLeak Leakage flow [m3] 
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KHP Hagen-Poiseuille coefficient  

νNom Nominal oil kinematic viscosity [m2/s] 

ρNom Nominal oil density [kg/m3] 

ρ Current oil density [kg/m3] 
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1. Introduction 
 

Improving the energy efficiency of hydraulically powered machinery to reduce operating 

costs and harmful emissions, has led to increasing efforts to find solutions for replacing 

conventional systems. In industrial and automotive fields, the common solution has been 

electric powertrains due to the high efficiency of electric power transfer and motors. In 

hydraulics, electric motors have generally been utilized in stationary applications however, 

the hydraulic systems themselves traditionally have been valve-controlled that have issues 

with flow losses. In addition, hydraulic machines are experiencing more automatization, 

which requires the implementation of more advanced control technologies. 

To remedy this, increasing interest has been devoted to electric-driven pump-controlled 

actuators, which work as a hydrostatic transmission for cylinders. Unlike traditional 

hydrostatic transmissions, in which a combustion engine powered variable displacement 

pump is driven at constant speed, electric motors provide fast response time, which allows 

the utilization of more affordable fixed displacement pumps. This offers not only increased 

energy efficiency due to reduced idling losses but also a chance for implementing a 

sensorless position control system for the cylinders utilizing sensor virtualization. The 

advantages are increased redundancy and reduced the dependency on expensive absolute 

position sensors normally utilized in cylinders.  

The following sections first introduce various means of measuring position of hydraulic 

linear cylinder, the concepts of virtual sensors and direct driven hydraulics and gives 

example applications. After that, the problem of using virtual sensors in hydraulics and scope 

of this thesis are laid out. 

 

1.1 Position control in hydraulic cylinders 
 

Hydraulic actuation is important for various sized machines, which require actuation with 

good power to weight ratio. Unlike purely mechanical power transmissions, hydraulics also 

provide a certain amount of dampening, which is useful when operating with large inertias. 

As all kinds of moving machinery need more telemetry and operating with more automated 

processes, various sensors are becoming a more significant part of the systems. In case of 

automatizing hydraulic actuation systems, sensing the position of hydraulic actuators is 

important whether it is a part of a mobile machine or a stationary production line. The recent 

trend of increasing automatization for more accurate and repeatable actions has been a great 

interest in non-road mobile machinery (NRMM). For example, Sandvik has introduced an 

automated system for underground mining operations called AutoMine [1]. John Deere has 

developed automated GPS guidance for agricultural vehicles [2]. Automating operations 

brings better productivity and increased user safety as a single operator can remotely control 

a fleet of vehicles. However, these automated vehicle systems mainly handle driving 

according to a predetermined route and as of yet cannot fully automatically operate any 

implements. In mining vehicles, the on-site rock load handling is conducted by a human 

operator. Future automated systems in mobile machinery will become more independent and 
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thus will require various types of sensors. As with many robotic applications, acquiring 

positions of the actuators plays a key role in automatizing work machines. 

To achieve better accuracy and a degree of automated movements in hydraulically actuated 

joints, implementation of various position sensors have been researched. However, position 

sensors, even the ones that seem simple and robust ones like wire-distance, encoders or 

potentiometers can be surprisingly costly or challenging to implement in applications where 

reliability and robustness in tough environments is needed. It has also been noted that wires 

and connectors can be prone to damage [3]. Devices that rely on position sensors can be 

incapacitated if an error or malfunction appears in sensors. Thus it would be useful if the 

position of joints could be measured by indirect means for redundancy and cost saving. 

In case of machines actuated by hydraulic cylinders, it should be determined if position is to 

be measured directly from the joints or from actuator length. Often measuring from the 

actuators is easier as hydraulic cylinders can include embedded sensors, however these types 

are even more expensive. Measuring angle of the joints can be difficult in machines with 

long arms because the change in angle is usually too small to be reliably measured directly 

with encoders or potentiometers. Any gears to increase the angle sensor rotation adds 

complexity and cost. In addition, measuring absolute position with a rotational sensor can 

be difficult since long and heavy arms of construction machinery can flex and oscillate a 

surprising amount, mostly due to mechanical slack in joints and spring effects of hydraulic 

cylinders. For example, in a lift arm boom of several meters in length, half a degree in joint 

can mean several centimeters of movement in the tip. This can lead to oscillating sensor 

readings and further into control oscillation problems. This means that if accuracy in 

millimeter scale is needed with joint angle sensors, it is necessary to design a sufficiently 

rigid mechanism, however this can lead to great increase in weight as well as other problems 

such as decreased dampening, though in some heavy-duty machinery this is not a problem. 

[3] 

Several types of sensors exist for measuring the piston position of hydraulic cylinders, both 

internal and external types. Most commonly utilized are magnetostrictive, potentiometer, 

variable inductance and draw wire types. Internal sensors, apart from draw-wire types, 

require drilling a hole in the piston to mount a transducer rod, which significantly increases 

cost. Longer pistons require longer bore holes, which increases the difficulty and cost of 

manufacturing internal sensors for large cylinders. Furthermore, if an internal sensor 

malfunctions, the entire cylinder needs to be disassembled. Figure 1 shows a cutaway 

example of internal mounted sensors. External types are cheaper and easier to install due to 

the transducer being mounted on the surface of the cylinder. However, external mounting 

means the sensor and its cabling are more vulnerable in harsh environments. Proper 

protection of these is needed, which complicates servicing and replacing parts. [4], [5] 
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Figure 1. Example of an internal mounted hydraulic cylinder position sensor. [4] 

Magnetostrictive sensors are based on detecting position of a magnet attached to the piston. 

This assembly most often has an electronics casing at the back of the cylinder, which 

increases overall length (seen in the left part of figure 1). Magnetostrictive sensors are 

accurate but expensive and can be somewhat unreliable. [4] 

Potentiometers of variable resistance types are based on a wiper conductor moving along a 

partially conducting rod, which changes the resistance depending on its position. These 

sensors are more affordable but are also prone to wear due to the wiper rubbing against the 

rod. [4] 

Variable inductance type position sensors are less common for now and slightly more 

expensive that potentiometer types, however they are more reliable due to non-contacting 

parts. The method is to measure resonant frequency of an oscillator circuit that has an 

inductive probe rod in the piston hole. The inductor probe’s inductance changes with the 

position of piston rod hole. [4] 

Draw wire types are simply a wire around a drum, the position of which is typically measured 

with an optical or a magnetic encoder or a potentiometer. The end of the wire is attached to 

the piston head. These sensors are cheaper to install internally due to no need to drill a hole 

into the piston. Figure 2 shows an example of an internally mounted wire sensor. [6] 
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Figure 2. Example of an internally installed draw-wire sensor. [6] 

The external type position sensors are mostly Hall-effect magnet types and draw-wires. Of 

the external types the draw wires are often more vulnerable to damage [4]. Figure 3 presents 

an externally mounted magnet sensor that detects position of a magnet installed into the 

piston [5].  

 

Figure 3. Example of an externally mounted magnet-type position sensor. [5] 

A novel type of sensor based on optical tracking has been introduced by Parker, presented 

in Figure 4 [7]. In this method, a barcode is etched into the piston rod, which is being tracked 

optically. While this type of sensor could be cost effective, it is still relatively new, only 

made by Parker and there is little information available on cost. The barcode might also be 

susceptible to wear over time in dirty environments. 
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Figure 4. Parker Intellinder optically tracked position sensor. [7] 

Table 1 summarizes compiled information, advantages and disadvantages of the common 

and the Parker sensor type shown above as well as estimated cost range of the sensor itself 

and internal installation. 
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Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of a few different types of hydraulic cylinder position 

sensors [4]. 

Sensor type Advantages Disadvantages Cost range 

estimate 

Wire sensor • Relatively 

simple 

• Internal and 

external 

mounting 

• Multiple encoder 

types 

• No need for 

piston drilling 

• External mounting 

more vulnerable 

Sensor: €€ 

Internal: € 

Magnetostrictive • Good accuracy 

• Non-contact 

• Internal mounting 

costly and bulky 

• Mechanically 

somewhat 

unreliable 

• Higher power 

consumption 

Sensor: €€€ 

Internal: 

€€€ 

Potentiometer • Simple and 

cheap 

• Wearing of contacts 

• Internal mounting 

costly 

Sensor: € 

Internal: 

€€€ 

Variable 

inductance 

• Reliable 

• Non-contact 

• More resistant to 

shock and 

vibration 

• Field calibration 

• Internal mounting 

costly and bulky 

Sensor: €€ 

Internal: 

€€€ 

Parker Intellinder • No need for 

piston drilling 

• Simple and 

robust 

• Good accuracy 

• Requires special 

work on piston rod 

• Parker only (limited 

availability) 

• No installation to 

pre-existing 

cylinders 

€€ 
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In case of position measurement of mobile machines using alternative sensor solutions, there 

has been a research on using wireless time of flight technique with ultra wide band (UWB) 

frequencies and micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) inertial sensors for getting an 

accurate position of a forest forwarder boom. The UWB system used multiple base stations 

in the body and one tag radio module at the tip of the boom to calculate its position. Several 

error sources were noticed, which amounted to errors in the range of tens of centimeters and 

up to one meter at worst. The inertial sensors alone could provide joint angle accuracy within 

one degree and position accuracy within 10 cm.  The largest errors were caused by the UWB 

system. Large metallic surfaces caused reflections, non-line-of-sight situations appeared that 

were tried to minimize by using weighted least-square localization technique, the antenna 

had a non-uniform phase center, transmitter and receiver clock differences, white noise as 

well as movement of the tag, thermal effects and location errors of the base stations were the 

main causes. In addition, the wireless UWB modules require their own batteries. The UWB 

system by itself did not meet the expected accuracy; however sensor fusion with the MEMS 

provided realistically expected accuracies. The method could be further improved by taking 

account in detail the limitations of the UBW measurement and compensating it with other 

sensors. [8], [9] 

In conclusion, various position sensors for cylinders exist and new types are being 

developed. However, all have disadvantages, which has led to research of alternative 

methods, one of them being virtual sensors. 

 

1.2 Virtual sensors 
 

To reduce the amount of sensors needed, there has been research in sensorless control of 

various applications using sensor virtualization. Virtual sensor means to calculate a wanted 

measurement using values from other sensors and using those in a model of the process to 

get the wanted value. Thus, the term sensorless does not mean no usage of sensors but a lack 

of direct measurements, which as mentioned before can be troublesome due to expensive, 

unreliable or difficult to maintain sensors. 

For instance, automotive electromechanical actuators where the position of a brushless DC 

motor is measured from current fluctuation of the slots of the motor have been researched 

for saving cost in electric car windows [10]. Another example [11] features a two connected 

process liquid tanks, which had level measuring by pressure sensors. When one of the 

sensors broke its reading could be calculated from the data of the other pressure sensor and 

flow sensors using a linearized physics model. Other examples include calculating the 

thickness of a steel strip in the exit of a rolling mill rollers from entry thickness and velocity 

and exit velocity, given that the width or the strip is constant. In process industry, virtual 

sensors are starting to become more common in similar cases. [11] 

These cases show that a virtual sensor can be almost any variable that can be sufficiently 

accurately calculated from the measurements of other sensors assuming that the conditions 

leading to the calculated value can be estimated or assumed unchanging. Furthermore, the 
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velocities of the strips can be calculated from the angular velocities of the strip uncoiler and 

coiler. It is often necessary to take test measurements from real processes to validate and 

calibrate simulations and thus try to minimize any accumulative errors. [11] 

While virtual sensors can lead to saving in component and mechanical design costs, it will 

increase other design costs and time. However, with simulation becoming routine in all 

design processes, planning the addition of virtual sensors could become more commonplace. 

As mentioned, pump-controlled hydraulics can provide a way of implementing sensor 

virtualization for position control of hydraulic cylinders. 

 

1.3 Direct driven hydraulics 
 

Hydraulic actuators have been used in industrial, construction machinery and non-road 

mobile machinery (NRMM) due to their high power to weight ratio and reliability. 

Improving the energy efficiency of hydraulic power systems has always been a heavily 

researched area. While there has been extensive research in hybrid construction machinery 

and there has been several production models available ([12] [13]), the improvements have 

traditionally been manifested in improving single components and more computerized 

control even though the basic layout of valve controlled hydraulics has remained.  

The most common layout in hydraulics is valve control where a main pump is used to feed 

work fluid to all actuators. When the system is idling, all of the flow is directed either through 

the open center position of the control valves or a pressure relief valve, which also protects 

the system from overpressure by opening when the system pressure reaches a set level. Flow 

is diverted to different actuators by directional valves. Since flow from the pump is usually 

constant, flow to an actuator is controlled by valve position. Any remaining flow goes 

through either the valve center or the pressure relief valve. The directional valves also induce 

pressure loss as any other orifice. Hydraulic systems where the pump intake flow is taken 

from a tank are called open-loop systems, whereas systems where the pump is fed by return 

flow from the actuators are closed-loop systems. Figure 5 shows an example of a simple 

open-loop valve-controlled two-cylinder hydraulic system. [14], [15] 

Any wasted flow is wasted pump power. To avoid this, various systems with varying 

complexity have been invented. In variable displacement pumps, the displacement can be 

set to zero, which stops the flow even when the pump is rotating. Furthermore, these pumps 

can be load sensing, which means that the displacement of the pump is adjusted with a piston 

connected to the load side pressure causing the pump to seek into a steady state where it 

produces only the amount of flow that is needed for a load. [14], [15] 
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Figure 5. Example of a traditional open-loop valve-controlled hydraulic system. [16] 

To improve efficiency of hydraulic power transfer, it seems obvious that it is necessary to 

reduce wasted power during idling and partial flow to actuators. A simple way would be to 

shut down the pump motor when it is not needed. Starting and stopping an internal 

combustion engine has significant delays, which while sufficient for automotive stop and go 

purposes where stops can be rather long and infrequent, is not suitable for a hydraulic system 

where delay from control request to action should be minimal. Electric motors offer fast 

response times and high torque from the start, which makes them more suitable. However, 

this is mainly true for smaller machines and not for large industrial applications where 

inertias of large electric machines do not allow fast speed changes nor it might be needed. 

[17], [18] 

An extension of this is to move from valve-controlled systems to pump-controlled, where a 

motor drives a pump to control the flow to a single actuator. Pump-controlled hydraulic 

motors have been used in hydrostatic transmissions of mobile work machines (example in 

Figure 6), however pump-controlled hydraulic cylinders have been rare due to difference in 

required fluid volume and thus flow rate between the cylinder sides of single-rod cylinders. 

This ratio problem has usually been solved by using double-rod cylinders where both sides 

of the cylinder piston have the same area and thus equal required flow [15], [19]. However, 

this means that more space is needed for the cylinder. This can be acceptable in some 

applications and for short movements but for instance in an excavator or loader boom there 

is not often enough space for the opposite rod. An example of a pump-controlled system 

with double-rod cylinder is presented in Figure 7. Pump-controlled systems can be open-

loop, which requires pumps for both sides or closed-loop such as in hydrostatic 

transmissions. 
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Figure 6. Example of a hydrostatic transmission driven by a variable displacement pump. 

[20] 

One example of pump-controlled close-loop system are called electro-hydrostatic actuators 

(EHA). A subtype of EHA is called Direct driven hydraulics (DDH), which will be utilized 

here. The motor used is a servo-controlled electric motor, which allows accurate control of 

pump speed and amount of turns. Pump-controlled DDH systems are thus individual systems 

for each actuator, ideally located close to the actuator itself, which has inspired a term “zonal 

hydraulics”. Such systems allow several benefits over traditional hydraulics. While there is 

a requirement to have more pumps in total for multi-actuator systems, they can be designed 

to be smaller and more efficient for an individual actuator. Because the pumps are not run in 

idle, there is of course no idling losses but also much less waste heat generation, which 

reduces cooling requirements and further reduces waste energy production. Using DDH also 

allows for an overall more compact hydraulic system for a single actuator due to reduction 

of pipes and hoses from engine and pump section to the actuators. In NRMM, the hoses can 

be several meters long as for instance in an excavator, the engine and main pumps are usually 

located at the back and the actuators at the front. However, it must be ensured that enough 

space is available for each unit. [17], [18], [21] 
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Figure 7. Example of an EHA system with double-rod cylinder. [22] 

While most EHA systems have used double-rod cylinders due to the ratio problem, there has 

been research in developing EHA systems for the more compact and common single-rod 

cylinders [22]. As mentioned, problems for single-rod cylinder EHA are caused by the ratio 

of cylinder areas, which means that less volume of fluid needs to be pumped into and out of 

the rod side of the cylinder than the rod-less side. This can be accomplished in various ways. 

Some of the most commonly seen solutions use a single pump and compensate the 

displacement difference with check valves between the sides or a directional valve to connect 

the low pressure cylinder side to a tank [22]. Figure 8 shows an example of an EHA with 

asymmetric cylinder and the ratio balanced by check valves. Another method is to use two 

pumps that ideally have the same output flow ratio as the cylinder. When using commercial 

parts this is not always possible so the ratio difference is known to cause pressure spikes. 

This can be compensated by using a pressure accumulator. In various applications, a pressure 

accumulator is used also as a replacement for the tank. Other problem is that inertia of the 

motor and pump as well as of the cylinder and external loads affect the response time. [17], 

[18], [23], [24] 

 

Figure 8. Example of a single-rod cylinder EHA system with ratio compensation by check 

valves. [25] 
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Traditionally the driving engine and pumps are often dimensioned to produce enough power 

to drive the actuators and overcome the losses. In DDH however, every flow resistance and 

pressure loss is undesired if it can be avoided since one advantage of DDH is shorter flow 

lines and less valves. Hoses and other pipelines tend to be ignored either due to irrelevance 

and small effect on overall efficiency or simply having to dimension them according to how 

they can be fit inside a machine. In this research, the hose sizing was found to be a somewhat 

significant pressure loss source. This can sometimes be an unavoidable problem since the 

size can often be limited by physical dimensions of where the hose must be fitted through. 

Hose of a given size and type has a minimum bend radius, which can further limit the size 

in mobile machines where the hoses have to be able to move with the actuation. 

State of the art and evolution of displacement-controlled hydraulics has been extensively 

researched by [26]. Many of the systems have been driven by variable displacement pumps 

and relied on control valves to manage the flow compensating the cylinder volume ratio.  

EHA systems have been developed and used in aviation where replacing large, plane wide 

hydraulic systems with localized systems has brought not only weight savings but also 

increased reliability and redundancy. EHA can also be used as backup for main hydraulics. 

These actuators have typically been double-sided cylinders. [19] Various control and 

diagnostic methods have also been researched due to EHA being relatively new technology 

in commercial applications [24], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32]. 

Other experimental applications have been mainly industrial such as a hydraulic press, which 

uses a fuzzy logic adjusted PID control to drive a servomotor. The cylinder ratio problem 

was solved by using pilot check valves [29]. A similar fuzzy control system was used for a 

hydraulic injection-molding machine with a symmetrical piston [33]. Position accuracy of a 

DDH machine was investigated with a hydraulic crane with an asymmetrical cylinder driven 

by two pumps [17], [18], [23]. Ratio difference of the pumps and cylinder caused pressure 

spikes and thus errors after repeated lifting cycles. This error was later compensated by using 

a pressure accumulator [23]. A PID controlled position controlled DDH system using 

position sensor in the cylinder has been researched [24].  

A few commercial EHA units are available such as Voith Closed Loop Differential Pump 

[35] and Parker Compact EHA [36]. Both are self-contained units with an asymmetrical 

cylinder with integrated position sensors. Voith uses a pressure accumulator as the reservoir 

while Parker has conventional integrated reservoir. Both use a single pump and check valves 

for pressure compensation. However, these units are larger than comparable cylinders due 

to containing pump machinery as well, possibly making them unsuitable for some mobile 

applications. However, in some machines a self-contained hydraulic actuator might be useful 

if it does not have other hydraulic systems. In addition to full EHA units, there are a few 

commercially available servomotor-pump-units similar to EHA, for example Bosch Sytronix 

for stationary industrial applications [37] that utilize different combinations of electric servo-

motors and either fixed or variable displacement pumps though the direction is controlled 

with a directional valve. 

Other examples of EHA with symmetrical cylinder research are high speed train tilt control 

[38], experimental robot joints to replace stiff and less shock tolerant electromechanical 
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solutions [39], ship rudder actuation with active ship roll control [40] and wind turbine blade 

pitch control [41].  

The position control of these EHA systems have been realized by using cylinder position 

sensors. When accounting most important factors in a DDH system, it should in theory by 

sensor virtualization, be possible to drive the position of a hydraulic actuator using only 

information from the motor such as rotational speed and output torque, as if it was a 

mechanical transmission since pressure is dependent on the pump torque and flow on speed. 

However, in contrast to mechanical linkages, hydraulic power transfer always contains errors 

and losses due to properties of hydraulic fluids. Considering position control of a linear 

cylinder actuator, these errors are mainly caused by leakages through pumps but also 

somewhat by bulk compressibility under high pressure and small leakage through piston 

seals. Leakages are dependent on various fluid properties, most importantly kinematic 

viscosity, and pressure. Pressure is caused by not only a cylinder end load but also factors 

such as cylinder friction and orifice losses in cylinder inlets/outlets as well as losses in hoses 

and pipes. It should be noted that in hydraulics, a little internal leakage is necessary to 

lubricate mechanical contacts as otherwise mechanical friction losses and wearing of parts 

would increase. Various leakage paths in a common external gear pump are shown in Figure 

9. Effects of hydraulic pump efficiency dependency on fluid viscosity is discussed further in 

[42].  

 

Figure 9. Diagram of leakage flows in an external gear pump. [23] 

Previous research of estimating position of a DDH actuated cylinder has been done by [18]. 

The method was based on measuring the pump leakage in locked position and calculating a 

slip coefficient that accounted for all leakages. Pressure was calculated based on measured 

pressure versus torque and speed curve. Results showed accumulation of error with repeated 

lift-lower cycles due to inaccuracy of pressure estimation. 
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The main purpose of this thesis will be to investigate the viability of sensorless hydraulic 

cylinder positioning by utilizing only output data from an electric motor. The position 

calculation will be based on a simulation model of the DDH system as will be further 

described in the next section 1.4. 

 

1.4 Problem statement and research scope 
 

The purpose of this thesis research is to investigate the application of virtual sensors for a 

NRMM with DDH units to move a two-part bucket arm mechanism actuated by hydraulic 

cylinders. The schematics are explained in detail in section 2. The goal is to predict the 

position of the bucket using only data from the servomotor controllers driving the DDH 

pumps. Pump speed corresponds to the produced fluid flow and torque to pressure. The 

positon calculation will be realized by simulating the interaction between the DDH units and 

the mechanism. The speed and torque of the motor driving the pumps can be received 

directly from the motor controllers. Correspondingly, the fluid flow rate affects the speed of 

the cylinder and pressure affects the force. However, as explained in section 1.3, there are 

multiple sources for non-linearities and errors caused by the nature of hydraulics and its 

components, which makes calculating positions of the cylinders challenging. In addition, 

parameters of a few components are based on estimations and simple calculations as 

measuring them had proved to be difficult. 

 

1.5 List of publications 
 

The following journal papers were written in relation to the subject this thesis. 

[1] T.Sourander, M. Pietola, T. Minav, H. Hänninen. Sensorless position estimation of direct 

driven hydraulic actuators, The 15th Scandinavian International Conference on Fluid Power, 

SICFP’17, June 7-9, 2017, Linköping, Sweden. 

[2] T.Sourander, M. Pietola, T. Minav, H. Hänninen. Sensorless position control of direct 

driven hydraulic actuators, The 10th JFPS International Symposium on Fluid Power, 

JFPS2017, October 24 - 27, 2017, Fukuoka, Japan. 

[3] T. Martinovski, T. Sourander, A. Turunen, T. Minav, M. Pietola. Control strategy for a 

direct driven hydraulics system in the case of a mining loader. IFK, March 2018, Aachen, 

Germany, under review. 
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2. Setup Description 
 

The research platform was an EJC90 prototype mining loader of conventional diesel 

hydraulic type that has had its original hydraulic units replaced with DDH units and power 

system with a diesel-electric hybrid drivetrain. The front section consists of a boom and 

bucket. The boom is actuated by two parallel cylinders and the bucket by one. The base of 

the bucket cylinder is attached to a linkage mechanism that keeps the bucket angle stationary 

during lifting of the boom. Figure 10 shows a simplified presentation of the bucket arm parts. 

Basic dimensions of the loader are presented in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 10. Visualization model of the mine loader bucket arm. 

The loader has been converted to a diesel electric hybrid, where the drive wheels are driven 

by electric motors and front bucket hydraulics by two DDH machines [43]. The diesel engine 

powers the electric drivetrain and charges a 369 V battery pack, which in turn charges a 

smaller 96 V battery pack that is used for the DDH units. This description will focus on the 

DDH and related components, as they comprise the relevant ones of this study. 
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Figure 11. Dimensions and layout of the loader. [44] 

The DDH machines were designed to at least maintain the original performance, which 

consists of having raising time for the boom to be 5 second and lowering time 3 seconds. 

Time for the bucket dumping movement should be 4 seconds. As such, using the original 

cylinders the pressure levels should be the same as in the original system. Figure 12 shows 

the installation of the DDH units in the front of the loader. The following section will 

describe the DDH units in more detail. 

 

Figure 12. Placement of the DDH units. [T. Lehmuspelto, O. Tammisto – Aalto University] 
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2.1 DDH units 
 

The DDH units are designed to produce flow rates to both cylinder sides in a ratio that is as 

close as possible to the ratio of the piston areas. Here the rodless and larger side of the 

cylinder is referred as A-side and the rod side as B-side. The units consist of an electric 

motor, belt reduction transmission, pumps, pressure relief valves, anti-cavitation valves and 

oil reservoir. In this thesis, motor will refer to the electric motor as the pumps are able to 

operate in motoring mode as well. Figure 13 presents a CAD-model of the units with and 

without a tank cover. 

 

Figure 13. CAD model of a DDH unit. Right one is with tank removed to show the pumps. 

[T. Lehmuspelto, O. Tammisto – Aalto University] 

Hydraulic circuit diagram of the DDH units is shown in Figure 14. These diagrams include 

the actuators and their safety valves. The DDH units themselves are located in the bordered 

lower part of the schematic. Components of the boom DDH unit are specified. The bucket 

DDH unit is identical with only different sized pumps and one cylinder. 
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 Component Manufacturer and model 

1 Electric motor Motenergy ME1304 [45] 

2 B-side pump HYDAC PGI100 series [46] 

3 A-side pumps HYDAC PGI100 series [46] 

4 Pump pressure relief valve HYDAC DB10P-01 series 

5 Anti-cavitation valve HYDAC RV12A-01 series 

6 Safety valves HYDAC WS16ZR-01 series 

7 Hydraulic cylinder EJC90 original 

8 Battery Altairnano 96V 60 Ah [47] 

9 Motor controller Sevcon Gen 4 Size 6 [48][45] 

Figure 14. Direct driven hydraulic circuits of bucket and boom units and components of the 

boom DDH unit. [T. Lehmuspelto, O. Tammisto – Aalto University] 

 

2.1.2 Electric motors and controllers 

 

Motors utilized to drive the pumps are Motenergy ME1304 4-pole synchronous permanent 

magnet AC motors (PMAC) with liquid cooling. The motors have an internal analogue 

sinusoidal magnetic rotational encoder, which allows the motors to act as servomotors. 

Relevant information of the motors is presented in Table 2. The motors are controlled by a 

SEVCON Gen4 Size 6 controller [48]. Various values of the motor can be received straight 

from the controller, most importantly torque and rotational speed. Power is received from a 

96 V, 60 Ah lithium-titanate battery pack by Altair-Nano [47]. 
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Table 2. Motor parameters [45] 

Continuous power 22.32 kW 

Peak power 51.6 kW 

Maximum voltage 96 V 

Continuous current 250 A 

Peak current 650 A 

Maximum torque 88 Nm 

Torque constant 0.12 Nm/A 

Maximum rotational speed 6500 rpm 

 

2.1.3 Pumps, belt transmission and cylinders 

 

Pumps of the DDH units and the cylinders are introduced in this same section, as their 

displacement ratio is important for the functionality of direct driven hydraulics. The selection 

principles of pump sizes and matching their displacements is also explained. 

The pumps are all the same type HYDAC PGI100 series double-chambered gear pumps of 

different sizes [46]. They are submerged in the oil tank meaning their inlets draw oil directly. 

This also ensures that all parts are always lubricated and run cooler assuming that oil level 

in the tank does not drop below minimum. As described in section 1.3, the output flow ratio 

of each side must be as close as possible to the ratio of the cylinder areas. Since this is 

difficult to achieve using existing off the shelf pumps, the ratio difference in these DDH 

units is compensated with a belt reduction transmission. To keep the rotational speeds of the 

pumps close to their nominal speed and to closer match the required displacements, two 

parallel smaller pumps are used for the A-sides and one larger for the B-side. Required lifting 

time for the boom is 5 seconds and lowering is 3 second. For the bucket, the time for both 

directions is 4 seconds. Due to this, the boom pump motor is run at 3600 rpm at lifting and 

6000 rpm at lowering. The bucket motor is run at 6000 rpm in both directions. Dimensioning 

of the pumps is done according to highest required flow rate. Because the pump output 

flowrates are not ideal if driven directly by the motors, a belt reduction transmission is used 

for closer matching the pump flows. Figure 15 shows the arrangement of the motor and 

pumps in the belt transmission. 
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Figure 15. Arrangement of the belt transmission. Applies to both boom and bucket DDH 

units. [T. Lehmuspelto, O. Tammisto – Aalto University] 

Table 3 presents relevant parameters of the chosen pumps. Note that x2 in pump name means 

that the pumps are double chambered and the displacement in the name is for one chamber. 

X2 at the end means two parallel pump units, which will work as a single pump unit.  
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Table 3. Parameters for boom and bucket side DDH unit pumps [46]. 

Parameter Boom pumps 

A-side 

PGI100-008x2 

X2 

Boom pump B-

side 

PGI100-

013+011 

Bucket pumps 

A-side 

PGI100-016x2 

X2 

Bucket pump 

B-side 

PGI100-022x2 

Total 

displacement 

(cm3/rev) 

15.8 * 2 = 31.6 24.2 31.6 * 2 = 63.2 44.4 

Maximum 

allowed work 

pressure (bar) 

270 70 70 172 

Estimated 

volumetric 

efficiency at 

max work 

pressure 

0.929 0.982 0.983 0.969 

Maximum 

rotational speed 

(rpm) 

4200 4000 4000 3600 

Gear ratio, 

motor to pump 

28/41 41/47 28/44 28/47 

Geared 

rotational speed 

(rpm) 

4097.6 3574.5 3818.2 3574.5 

Maximum flow 

rate (l/min) 

128.74 93.896 245.22 155.04 

Geared flow rate 

(l/min) 

120.29 84.946 237.208 153.79 

Required max 

flow rate (l/min) 

130.31 90.31 234.84 154.14 

Geared flow 

ratio to required 

0.923 0.941 1.01 0.997 

A- and B-side 

geared flow 

ratio 

1.416 1.542 

 

The hydraulic cylinders are stock used in the original setup of the loader. The boom actuation 

consists of two identical cylinders and bucket of a single, slightly larger cylinder. Relevant 

information is described in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Information for the mine loader hydraulic cylinders. 

Parameter Boom cylinder (one 

cylinder) 

Bucket cylinder 

Stroke (mm) 311.15 850 

A-side area (mm2) 10261 18050 

B-side area (mm2) 7096.9 11847 

Area ratio 1.4458 1.5236 

 

As seen in tables Table 3 and Table 4, the ratio of A- and B-side pumps and cylinder areas 

are close in both boom and bucket side DDH units. The error in the boom ratio is about 2.1 

% and in the bucket ratio about 1.2 %. While the errors are small, due to fluids being 

relatively incompressible even small volume difference can cause a significant change in 

pressure. However, the flow mismatches and undesired pressure changes will be mostly 

compensated by anti-cavitation valves.  

 

2.1.4 Valves 

 

The utilized valves consist of two parts. First, is the valves in the DDH units themselves and 

second is safety valves located closer to the cylinders. Table 5 contains relevant parameters 

of the valves. All same type valves are the same model, just with different settings. 

The DDH units have normal pressure relief valves to protect the system from overpressure. 

The maximum used work pressure of the pumps is the same as the pressure setting of these 

relief valves. The anti-cavitation valves are normal spring-loaded check valves that provide 

filling flow in case of one side pump cannot provide enough flow or draws too much fluid 

from a cylinder side to prevent pressure drop below vapor pressure of the oil and thus 

cavitation. Cracking pressure or the pressure in which the valve just starts to open, of these 

valves is very low, 0.35 bar and maximum opening pressure is 1 bar. 

The safety valves are used to prevent flow from the cylinder chamber that is under pressure 

when holding a load. In the boom cylinders, this is the A-side and in bucket the B-side. The 

valve consists of a spring loaded check valve that allows flow from the pump into the loaded 

cylinder chamber but not backwards. The valve is normally closed to reverse flow but it can 

be opened with solenoid actuation, which allow oil to flow in both directions. The safety 

valve is closed during lifting and opened only during lowering. To ensure the valves do not 

restrict flow and to increase redundancy in case a valve is stuck, two are used in parallel. 

The valve is controlled through CAN (Control Area Network) bus with a TKE CDVD-10 

valve driver [56]. 

One important parameter regarding the simulation model is the maximum opening of a 

valve. Since this value is not readily available in manufacturer datasheets, the area is 

estimated with a basic orifice equation 1, 
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 𝐴𝑣 =
𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐶𝑑√
2
𝜌 𝑝𝑣

 , (1) 

        

where Av is the valve opening area, qmax is maximum flow rate, Cd is discharge coefficient, 

ρ is oil density and pv is pressure loss over the orifice. Using maximum set pressure setting 

for the relief valves, maximum opening pressure for check valves, datasheet pressure drop 

at max flow rate for safety valves, given maximum flow rate and assuming the discharge 

coefficient to be 0.7, the maximum area can be calculated. 

Table 5. Parameters of the valves used in the DDH units. 

Component Pressure relief valve  

HYDAC DB10P-01 

Anti-

cavitation 

check valve  

HYDAC 

RV12A-01 

Cylinder safety 

directional valve 

HYDAC 

WS16ZR-01 

Nominal flow 

(l/min) 

max. 120 max. 120 max. 150 

Estimated 

maximum 

opening area 

(mm2) 

70 bar: 11.48 

172 bar: 14.39 

270 bar: 22.49 

188.66 166.8 

 

Cracking 

pressure (bar) 

- 0.35 0.35 

Maximum 

opening pressure 

(bar) 

- 1 1 (check valve) 

Settings Boom A-side: 270 

bar 

Boom B-side: 70 bar 

Bucket A-side: 70 bar 

Bucket B-side: 172 

bar 

 

  

 

2.1.5 Hoses and pipelines 

 

The hoses used from DDH units to actuators are Dunlop hoses that have inside diameter of 

¾ inch, approximately 20 mm in the catalog, which is the same as in the original loader 

hydraulics. The highest required flowrate in the system is about 240 l/min to the bucket 

cylinder A-side during lowering as seen in table 3. According to Dunlop hydraulic hose 

catalog, this flow rate is on the upper limit of the specifications of a ¾ inch hose. Pressure 

loss per meter of hose at flow rate of 200 l/min is 431 mbar/m and for 250 l/min 642 mbar/m. 

From this, it can be estimated that pressure loss for 240 l/min is about 520 – 550 mbar/m. 

The longest hose is from bucket DDH to bucket cylinder with length of about 3 m, which 
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causes a pressure drop of about 1.6 bar. In addition, there are a significant total length of 

narrower ½ inch, about 12 mm pipelines comprised mainly of the DDH internal piping and 

pump and cylinder inlets. These smaller pipes are estimated to have a notable effect on the 

total pressure losses in the pipelines as the flowrates are over the recommended catalog 

specifications. It is difficult to accurately measure the total length of all pipelines but 

approximate lengths of hoses and combined length of other pipelines is possible to be 

estimated sufficiently. [49] 

2.2 Sensors 
 

This section will describe all the relevant sensors utilized. Some have a function in safety 

such as temperature and oil tank level sensors and others are for measuring references such 

as the pressure, wire distance and load pin sensors. All sensors are operated and read through 

CAN bus with a control software, which is further explained in section 2.3. Figure 16 shows 

the location these sensors in the boom hydraulic system diagram. The diagram also includes 

other devices that are connected to the same network such as the Sevcon motor controller, 

safety valve controllers and a CAN I/O interface device between the analog load pins and 

the CAN bus. The CAN I/O device also relays 24 V power from a power source to the 

sensors. 
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 Component Manufacturer and model 

1 Pressure & temperature Parker SCPT-CAN [50] 

2 Temperature JUMO CANtrans T [51] 

3 Fluid level HYDAC HNT 1000 [52] 

4 Distance draw wire Posital Fraba LINEARIX [53] 

5 Load pins BCM Sensor Model 5798 [54] 

6 CAN I/O device IFM CR2033 [55] 

7 Safety valve controller TKE CANopen Valvedriver CDVD-10 [56] 

8 Electric motor controller Sevcon Gen4 Size 6 [45] 

Figure 16. Diagram of DDH sensor and other CAN device locations. [T. Lehmuspelto, O. 

Tammisto – Aalto University] 
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The pressure sensors are Parker SCPT-CAN used in A- and B-sides of both DDH units 

directly after the pumps. Illustrated in Figure 17, these sensors are utilized as a reference 

pressure measurement to compare the simulated pressure based on the motor torque to the 

actual pressure. The sensor assembly also contains a temperature measurement for internal 

temperature compensation.  

 

Figure 17. Parker SCPT-CAN pressure/temperature sensor. [50] 

The temperature sensors are JUMO CANtrans T temperature sensors (Figure 18). They are 

used for measuring oil temperature in the tank for an estimation of the average system oil 

temperature since the pumps can cause local heating of the oil. Their accuracy is also better 

than the secondary temperature sensors of the other sensor assemblies such as the SCPT-

CAN pressure and the HNT 1000 oil level sensors.  

 

Figure 18. JUMO CANtrans T temperature sensor. [51] 

The oil level sensors are floater based HYDAC HNT 1000 (Figure 19). Their function is to 

ensure that oil level does not drop below a set minimum so that the inlet ports of the pump 

do not draw in air. The level sensor also includes internal temperature measurement for 

compensation of thermal effects. 
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Figure 19. HYDAC HNT 1000 fluid level sensor. [52] 

For reliably and cost effectively measuring position of the cylinder, linear draw wire sensors 

are mounted externally to the cylinders. The sensor itself is attached to the rod side of 

cylinder body and the wire is attached to the piston end. These sensors are Posital Fraba 

LINEARIX LM0-series sensors (Figure 20). The operation is based on a steel cable coiled 

around a drum, the rotation of which is measured by a magnet based rotational encoder. The 

sensor’s own computer calculates and sends the drawn distance of the cable. The external 

mounting would be vulnerable in real mining loader but in a research application, they are 

sufficient. 

 

Figure 20. Posital Fraba LINEARIX wire distance sensor. [53] 

Load pins are used for accurate reference measuring of cylinder load forces. They are based 

on strain gauge strips on surface of an axle that mounts the cylinder end to the loader frame. 

As the strain gauges are analogue sensors, they need a signal conditioner and amplifier. 

These transmit signal and receive current through the CAN bus. BCM Sensor Model 5798 

Double-ended load pin (Figure 21) with a maximum load of 300 kN are used in both the 

boom and the bucket cylinders. 
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Figure 21. BCM Sensor Model 5798 Double-ended load pin. [54] 

 

2.3 Control system 
 

The control system for the DDH units consist of a main computer unit MicroAutoBox II 

1401/1511 [57], which runs a real-time Matlab Simulink-based control software compiled 

to C++ - code with dSPACE developed CAN RTI (real-time interface) toolboxes. This 

program handles all CAN messages of the sensors, devices and the DDH motor controllers 

connected to the MicroAutoBox. Graphical monitoring and control of the program is 

implemented with dSPACE ControlDesk software [58]. The ControlDesk also includes data 

logging features for measurements. The motor controllers can be operated by a CAN joystick 

or a predetermined test cycle input for more accurate and repeatable control. For testing the 

accuracy of the sensorless position control, a realistic test cycle is used. 
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3. Simulation model 
 

The estimation of cylinder positions is based on a simulation model of the bucket arm DDH 

systems. The model consists of kinematics and hydraulic parts. These parts are possible to 

solve analytically, though this is a time consuming process and it is prone to errors. Thus, 

the model is realized in Matlab/Simulink 2016b using Simscape multibody for kinematics 

and Fluid power blocks for hydraulics.  

First, the principles of what basic factors affect the relation of hydraulics and the kinematic 

movement of the cylinder. Only basic hydraulic formulas are used for now to explain the 

relation of pumps and cylinders. Specific equations considering lower level component 

functions such as pump gear angle effects and cylinder inlet orifices are not considered in 

detail as accurate modeling of the system is not possible due to lack of information on the 

components. 

Hydraulic cylinder force is caused by pressure difference acting on the piston surfaces in 

both piston sides as in equation 2: 

 𝐹 = (𝑝𝐴𝐴cyl_A − 𝑝𝐵𝐴cyl_B)𝜂hm_cyl , (2) 

 

where F is the piston force, pA and pB pressures on each piston side, Acyl_A and Acyl_B the 

areas of the piston sides and ηhm_cyl the hydro-mechanical efficiency of the cylinder. Area on 

side B is smaller due to the piston rod taking part of the space. 

Piston movement is caused by the pumps forcing fluid into the cylinder. The piston moves 

at speed of: 

 𝑣cyl =
𝑞𝑣

𝐴cyl
𝜂v_cyl , (3) 

 

where vcyl is the movement speed if the piston and qv the flow produced by the pump and 

ηv_cyl the volumetric efficiency of the cylinder. 

 𝑣cyl =
𝑞v

𝐴cyl
𝜂v_cyl , (2) 

 

where vcyl is the movement speed of the piston. The pump is able to produce flow dictated 

by its rotational speed: 

 𝑞v = 𝜂v_p𝑉p𝜔,  (4) 

 

where ηv_p the volumetric efficiency of the pump or relative leakage back through the pump 

caused by pressure, Vp is displacement and ω is rotational speed.  

The pump volumetric efficiency is particularly important here as vast majority of the leakage 

losses are through the pump. The volumetric efficiency factor depends primarily on pressure 

difference between the pumping elements, gears in this case and viscosity of the oil. Various 
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factors affect the pump specific efficiency curves, mostly clearance gaps between the gears 

and the chamber surface. This simulation model uses nominal efficiencies from the 

manufacturer’s datasheet. Efficiency variation is calculated within the pump model based on 

Hagen-Poissule-flow model [59]. 

The torque required to run a pump depends on the pressure it needs to produce: 

 
𝑇p =

𝑉𝑝∆𝑝

𝜂hm
 , 

(5) 

   

where Tp is pump torque, Δp pressure difference between pump outlet and inlet and ηhm 

hydro-mechanical efficiency that consists of friction of mechanical parts and fluid flow. 

Equation 5 is utilized to calculate hydro-mechanical efficiency and equation 4 the volumetric 

efficiency: 

 
𝜂ℎ𝑚 =

𝑉𝑝Δ𝑝

𝑇𝑝
 , 

(6) 

 
𝜂𝑣 =

𝑄𝑝

𝑉𝑝𝜔
 , 

(7) 

 

Volumetric efficiency has a more significant effect on total efficiency. Hydro-mechanical 

efficiency is affected by the internal friction of the pump, which is in turn affected by the 

lubricating effect of the leakage flow. Thus, mechanical efficiency is also dependent on 

pressure and oil viscosity as well as the rotational speed of the pump. [42] 

As an example, Figure 22 shows volumetric and hydro-mechanical efficiencies of several 

gear pump sizes in relation to pressure at pump speed of 1450 rpm. Of these, sizes 13, 16 

and 22 are utilized. Size 8 efficiencies are available in a similar figure. In the figure, it can 

be seen that the volumetric efficiency decreases linearly with increasing pressure. In 

contrast, the hydro-mechanical efficiency increases rapidly at lower pressures and settles to 

an almost constant but slightly increasing value at higher pressures. However, these 

efficiencies apply only for the oil viscosity and pump rotational speed used for measuring 

these graphs. Efficiencies at other oil viscosities and pump speeds are calculated as described 

in the following section. Direct measurements of volumetric and hydromechanical 

efficiencies was not feasible with the available test equipment, meaning that efficiencies will 

only be calculated in the simulation model and not measured.  
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Figure 22. Efficiencies of HYDAC gear pumps with VG46 equivalent oil at speed of 1450 

rpm. [46] 

Based on presented equations and Figure 22, a hypothesis can be formed for the cylinder 

movement under load. When cylinder payload increases, more pressure is needed to move 

it, which requires more pump torque. Higher pressure reduces the volumetric efficiency and 

thus causes more flow losses. Thus, the cylinder lifting movement against the load by flow 

produced by a pump revolution should decrease and reversely the lowering movement 
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should increase. Figure 23 shows a diagram of how different parts and factors are related in 

sensorless position calculation process.  

 

Figure 23. Relation between DDH simulation parts in sensorless position control [61]. 

Since accurate estimation of component parameters is difficult and it was not possible to 

perform test measurements for the components due to size and lack of proper testing 

arrangements, parameters for Simulink blocks were estimated based on their manufacturer 

datasheets if available. Other parameters such as cylinder frictions were based on rough 

calculations and estimations. 

To simulate how the cylinder movement depends on pressure and pump operation, a 

simplified model was used consisting of only the hydraulics and the cylinders on which a 

constant load force was applied. This was done to simplify the calculation of required motor 

torque because as a result of the kinematics of the loader arm, the cylinder loads are not 

constant during a lifting and lowering cycle. This is caused by shifting of center of gravity 

in relation to the boom and bucket pivot axis. As the bucket is lifted up, the bucket cylinder 

experiences less and less pulling force until the center of gravity of the bucket tips over its 

pivot axis and the direction of the cylinder force changes. Since the hydraulic systems are 

self-contained units, the only relevant parameters are the force acting on a cylinder and the 

fluid viscosity. Thus, the cylinder movement under load cycles was simplified to focus only 

on the cylinders. A 3D model of the loader arm (presented earlier in Figure 10) is used for 

visualizing the movement. 

The motor controller, which is operated in speed control mode determines what torque is 

necessary to produce a pressure high enough to achieve the wanted motor speed and flow 

rate. Since pressure, rotating speed and oil viscosity affect pump leakages, the tests are done 

for multiple repeated cycles with gradually increasing cylinder force and oil temperature at 

each subsequent cycle. Cylinder movement per pump revolution as a function of torque is 

recorded for multiple oil temperatures and three different speeds. The speeds represent speed 

ranges of full, medium and creeping speeds. According to [42], the hydromechanical 

efficiency has much less effect on the total efficiency at normal operating pressure. Thus, 

the pump speed, which affects the hydromechanical efficiency, has noticeably less effect on 

pump leakages than other factors. Therefore, even if the actual pump speed is not exactly the 

same as the one in the simulation, the error should not be too large. By using this method, it 

is possible to simulate how much a cylinder moves per pump revolution at various cylinder 

loads and oil viscosities, which affects the motor torque. Since torque reading is easily 
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available from the motor controller, it is utilized for estimating cylinder movement and load. 

Using cylinder force or pressure would require additional sensors, which goes against the 

idea of sensorless positioning, though the results for cylinder movement as a function of 

pump pressure are presented as well for comparison and reference purposes. 

The full work cycle of a real mining loader consists of lifting the bucket, lifting the boom, 

lowering the bucket and lowering the boom. This corresponds to lifting a load with the 

bucket, raising it up with the boom, dumping it and returning to start position. The 

simulations were performed at various cylinder loads and three speed ranges for the motor. 

The loads will be explained in the next section. The boom motor has a maximum allowed 

speed of 3600 rpm at lift and 6000 at lowering. The bucket motor has a maximum of 6000 

rpm in both directions. The medium speed range is half of these and the creep speed is limited 

to 500 rpm. 

 

3.1 Hydraulic models 
 

In this section, models of the boom side DDH units are used as an example. The bucket side 

unit models are identical appart from having different size pumps and one cylinder. The 

simplified version of the boom hydraulic blocks are presented in Figure 24. The hydraulics 

model is built based on the original schematics consisting of two cylinders, pump units, 

motor and valves. Pipelines add a significant amount of flow resistance and thus, pressure 

loss. They also provide some hydrostatic pressure dampening by allowing the pipelines to 

flex, which is important for the stability of the model as otherwise the model would be too 

stiff to allow proper interaction between the hydraulic and the kinematic parts. The safety 

valves are closed during lifting and opened during lowering according to motor speed. 

Maximum opening areas of the valves are not given in manufacturer datasheets so the values 

were calculated from other information as described in chapter 2. Other parameters that were 

not possible to obtain from datasheets include cylinder frictions and hose flexibility. The 

cylinder frictions were estimated based on previous measurements of smaller cylinders and 

scaled to the size of the mining loader cylinders [23]. While this method does not provide 

the most accurate estimates due to differences in cylinder construction and seals, it grants a 

perspective to what scale the actual cylinder frictions are. The oil utilized is based on Shell 

Tellus T 32, which is VG32 equivalent hydraulic oil meaning it has a kinematic viscosity of 

32 mm2/s at temperature of 40 °C. Viscosity dependancy on temperature data is obtained 

from Shell Tellus T oils datasheet [60].  
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Figure 24. Model of the boom hydraulics blocks. 

Shown in Figure 25, input for the pumps is produced by an ideal rotational velocity source 

that is supposed to act as a speed controlled motor. A torsional damper is added to reduce 

spikes in torque and pressure. While in the model there is no limitation to the torque, which 

in the real motors is initially limited to 88 Nm, based on calculations of chapter 2 the 

maximum torque required for lift at maximum pressure is about 104 Nm. At boom cylinder 

force of ¾ of the maximum of, a peak steady torque is about 80 Nm.  
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Figure 25. Idealised motor representing a speed controlled electric motor. 

Figure 26 shows a model of the pump units. The pumps are presented by constant 

displacement hydraulic machines, which are able to work in pump and motoring modes in 

both directions. This allows the pumps to run freely in motoring mode during lowering 

movements and as such do not cause disruptions in flow as pump model blocks would. The 

pump model block has included loss calculation for leakage and friction. The losses can be 

computed either analytically or from table data efficiencies. Since it is often only necessary 

to verify whether the pump has specified parameters that are close enough to required, the 

datasheets of the pumps only provide volumetric and mechanical efficiencies at one specific 

oil viscosity and pump speed [Hydac PGI100]. Thus it is not possible to form lookup tables 

for the pump efficiencies at various oil temperatures and pump speeds, which is a reason for 

utilizing the analytical method. [59] 

 

Figure 26. Model of the boom pump system. 

The analytical efficiency calculation uses nominal parameters of the pump to calculate 

Hagen-Poissule coefficient for laminar pipe flows, which is utilized to calculate the pump 

leakages at an operation point. The nominal parameters of rotational speed, oil kinematic 
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viscosity and density, pressure gain, volumetric and hydromechanical efficiencies were 

obtained from the pump datasheet [46]. The efficiencies were looked up from graphs at the 

points of nominal pressure of 250 bar. Additional parameters required are no-load torque 

and friction torque vs pressure gain coefficient, which is calculated from the volumetric and 

total efficiencies and pump displacement.  

 

Table 6 contains a summary of the pump parameters used in the simulation. Placement of 

the pumps was presented in figure 13. 

Friction torque τFric is calculated in equation 8: 

 𝜏Fric = (𝜏0 + 𝐾TP|Δ𝑝| tanh (
4𝜔

𝜔Thresh
), (8) 

where τ0 is no-load torque, KTP is friction torque vs pressure gain coefficient, Δp is the current 

pressure gain, ω is current pump angular velocity and ωThresh is threshold angular velocity 

between pump and motor mode transition. 

The is friction torque vs pressure gain coefficient is calculated in equation 9:  

 𝐾TP = 1,5915 ∗ 10−7 ∗ 𝑉p ∗ (
𝜂ν,Nom

𝜂Tot
− 1), (9) 

where Vp is pump displacement in cm3/rev, ην,Nom is the volumetric efficiency at nominal 

state and ηTot is total efficiency. The first constant is an internal factor of the pump block that 

converts the coefficient to the unit of Nm/Pa.  

Leakage flow qLeak is calculated as the current pump pressure gain times the Hagen-Poissule 

coeffcient KHP : 

 𝑞Leak = 𝐾HPΔ𝑝. (10) 

 

The Hagen-Poissule coefficient in this model is calculated as in equation 11: 

 𝐾HP =
𝜈Nom

𝜌𝜈

𝜌Nom𝜔Nom𝑉p

Δ𝑝Nom
(1 − 𝜂ν,Nom), 

 

(11) 

where νNom is the oil kinematic viscosity at nominal state, ν is the current kinematic viscosity, 

ρNom is the nominal oil density, ρ is the current oil density, ωNom is the nominal pump angular 

velocity and ΔpNom is the nominal pressure gain. 

Due to lack of data on the oil density dependace on temperature and that the change in 

density with changing temperature is small with liquids, in this model it is assumed that the 

oil density stays constant. This assumption should not have a too significant effect as seen 

in equation 5, the Hagen-Poissule coefficient depends on the ratio of nominal and current 

density. As the density change is small, it can be assumed that this the value of this ratio will 

stay close to one. 
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Table 6. Simulation parameters of the pumps at nominal conditions. 

 Boom 

pump 

A1 

Boom 

pump 

A2 

Boom 

pump B 

Bucket 

pump 

A1 

Bucket 

pump 

A2 

Bucket 

pump B 

Rotational speed [rpm] 1450 

Oil kinematic viscosity 

at 40 °C [mm2/s]  

46 

Oil density at 15 °C 

[kg/m3] 

872  

Pressure gain [bar] 250 

Volumetric efficiency 0.933 0.941 0.947 0.952 

Hydromechanical 

efficiency 

0.914 0.915 0.921 0.933 

No-load torque [Nm] 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

Friction vs. pressure 

gain coefficient 

[Nm/Pa] 

2.365e-7 3.601e-7 4.731e-7 5.117e-6 

 

 

3.2 Kinematics model 
 

To visualize the movement of the loader arm for comparison to the real arm, a 3D-models 

of the boom, bucket, cylinders and linkages were created based on model files of the real 

loader imported from a CAD software. For smoother simulation, the models were simplified 

to contain only the cylinders. A figure of the kinematic model in Simulink is attached to 

appendix B. 

The force is transferred to and from the hydraulic cylinder to a prismatic joint by measuring 

the cylinder output force with a force sensor and feeding the physical signal to drive the joint 

as shown in Figure 27. The velocity source is for keeping track of the cylinder piston 

position.  

 

 

Figure 27. Force transfer from cylinder to a prismatic joint. 
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As mentioned, problems in the multibody model of the loader arm are caused by changing 

cylinder load during the movement as well as the stiffness of the combined hydraulics and 

kinematic model. Thus, the model was reduced to contain only the cylinders with constant 

load forces applied to the piston rods. No other external forces such as gravity affects the 

cylinders. The test load force affecting a cylinder was set between a small force of 1 kN and 

a maximum force that causes the cylinder pressure to be at relief valve pressure. The 

maximum force for the boom cylinders is about 554.1 kN and for the bucket cylinder it is 

about 203.8 kN. Since inertia of the loads is ultimately reduced into a cylinder load force, 

static inertialess force is sufficient for simulating required motor torque and speed during 

constant movement. When the relief valves start to open, part of the flow is diverted through 

them, which causes the cylinder position calculation process be no longer valid as it is 

assumed that only leakage is through the pumps. 

 

3.3 Process for sensorless positioning 
 

Results from running the simulation of cylinder movement under increasing loads, oil 

temperature and three different motor speeds and measuring the required torque were saved 

as table data of motor torque versus cylinder movement per motor revolution. Positive and 

negative movement directions of the cylinders have their own tables with the motor direction 

determining which to use. Since the simulation was run at variable time step, the amount of 

motor revolutions per step varies. Thus, the current cylinder speed was calculated from the 

current motor speed and the cylinder movement per motor revolution. Integrating this 

calculated speed gives the cylinder movement during the time step. Cumulatively summing 

the movement steps gives the current position of the cylinder relative to the starting position. 

This requires the maximum time step to be set short enough so that there can be no significant 

variations of these values during a step. Figure 28 shows a basic flow and the parameters of 

this process in the simulation. 
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Figure 28. Process flow and parameters of the cylinder position calculation in the simulation 

model. 

Figure 29 provides the explanation for the sensorless control of a DDH actuated cylinder. 

The user can be either human with joystick or an automated process that provides control 

inputs to the control software. This software provides a speed control signal to the motor 

controller either by manual joystick input or a PID position controller. The motor controller 

in turn supplies torque and speed data from the motor sensors, which are used to calculate 

the cylinder position. This position data is then given to the user. This way the cylinder 

position calculation functions as a normal position sensor for the user, which can be a human 

operator looking the tool position from a screen or a computer performing an automated 

movement. This thesis will focus on implementing the position calculation rather than 

making a full control system. The dSpace Simulink software can provide control input to the 

motor controllers through CAN, which as mentioned, will be used for a predetermined work 

cycle.  
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Figure 29. Control loop of the sensorless controlled DDH.  

 

Next section will present simulation and measurement results utilizing the model to 

estimate the position of the cylinders. The simulation results test the functionality of the 

model before implementing it to the real system.  
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4. Results 
 

In this chapter, results of the simulation runs on which the position calculation is based on, 

are presented first. The simulation results test the functionality of the sensorless position 

calculation algorithm. After that, the position calculator is verified by offline measurements 

performed with real test equipment. Finally, the position calculator replaces the position 

sensors to test the accuracy of the calculator against the sensors. 

4.1 Simulation results 
 

This section presents results of simulation runs. These results provide preliminary direction 

of the functionality of the position calculation algorithm. The cylinder position produced by 

the calculator is first compared only to the actual cylinder position within the simulation. As 

the model still contains simplifications, these results do not represent the accuracy possible 

with the real system. The simulation runs to form the lookup tables were ran at three different 

speed with the fastest being the maximum speed, 3600 rpm for the boom lift and 6000 rpm 

for everything else. The medium speed was half of these and the slowest creeping speed was 

500 rpm. In the following figures, the maximum speed cycles, shown in Figure 30 are 

presented as examples. First, results of cylinder movement under constant load force are 

shown. 

 

Figure 30. Boom and bucket motor speed inputs in the simulation cycle. 

Presented in Figure 31 and Figure 32 are examples of a simulation-based result of the boom 

and bucket cylinder movement per pump motor revolution as a function of torque at various 

temperatures from cold-start at -5 °C to a high normal operating at 60 °C. The bucket motor 

torque is reverse to the boom due to the bucket cylinder rod-side being the lifting side and 
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thus the motor is driven in negative direction. The figures illustrate that increasing cylinder 

load and pressure and thus torque causes lesser cylinder movement per pump revolution 

during lifting due to increasing pump leakage and vice versa for lowering. Rapid drop at 

high torque in the lifting graph is caused by pressure reaching pressure relief valve limit. At 

higher temperatures, oil viscosity is lower thus causing more pump leakage and lower 

cylinder movement ratio. In Figure 31, there is a notable drop with the -5 °C temperature at 

85 Nm. The cause of this is unknown. It could be a simulation error or anomaly in the leakage 

calculation at higher pressures with high viscosity oil or it could be caused by too sparse 

cylinder force increment. 

 

Figure 31. Boom cylinder movement per motor revolution as a function of torque at various 

temperatures. 

 

Figure 32. Bucket cylinder movement per motor revolution as a function of torque at various 

temperatures. 
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In the following figures, results of a lift-lower cycle of the boom and bucket cylinders with 

a low and a high load with oil temperature of 40 °C are shown as examples. These loads are 

¼ and about ¾ of the maximum load limited by the pressure relief valves. Again, the 

maximum force for the boom cylinders is about 554.1 kN and for the bucket cylinder it is 

about 162 kN. The oil temperature of 40 °C for these examples was chosen, as it is the most 

commonly expected running temperature of hydraulic machinery and nominal oil viscosities 

are most commonly provided at this temperature. In these figures the starting position of 0 

mm does not refer the cylinder bottom end but a reference starting position. This position is 

about 50 mm from the end and its purpose is to prevent the cylinder from accidentally 

reaching an end point during a cycle since it would have detrimental effects. Figure 33 shows 

the boom cylinder position at low, ¼ of the maximum cylinder load based on the actual 

cylinder position within the simulation and the position calculated based on the lookup tables 

as described in chapter 3.3 and the error between these.  

 

Figure 33. Actual simulation and calculated boom cylinder position (left) and the error 

between these with cylinder load of 129 kN and oil temperature of 40 °C. 

Figure 34 shows the boom pump pressures and the motor torque during the cycle. It is 

notable in the pressure figure that B-side of the DDH system experiences a significant 

backpressure during the lift due to slight mismatch of pump displacement ratio and 

inadequate pipeline size. 

 

Figure 34. Pressures of the Boom DDH A- and B-side pumps (left) and torque of the Boom 

DDH motor during the cycle (right) with cylinder load of 129 kN and oil temperature of 40 

°C. 
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Similarly, Figure 35 shows the boom cylinder position at high cylinder load of ¾ of the 

maximum and the error between these. Figure 36 shows the pump pressures and the motor 

torque. The increased load eliminates the boom cylinder B-side backpressure problem due 

to increased pump leakages. 

 

 

Figure 35. Actual simulation and calculated boom cylinder position (left) and the error 

between these (right) with ¾ cylinder load of 441 kN and oil temperature of 40 °C 

 

 

Figure 36. Pressures of the boom DDH A- and B-side pumps (left) and torque of the boom 

DDH motor (right) during the cycle with cylinder load of 441 kN and oil temperature of 40 

°C. 

Figure 37 to Figure 40 show these same graphs for the bucket cylinder with the same 

conditions. In the simulation, the bucket cylinder lift direction is retraction with the starting 

zero position being the cylinder rod extended, bucket down position and thus the lift 

direction being negative. The B-side pump is the working pump during lifting. 
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Figure 37. Actual and calculated bucket cylinder position (left) with cylinder and the error 

(right) between these ¼ load of 48 kN and oil temperature of 40 °C. 

 

 

Figure 38. Pressures of the bucket DDH A- and B-side pumps (left) and torque of the bucket 

DDH motor (right) during the cycle with cylinder load of 48 kN and oil temperature of 40 

°C. 

 

 

Figure 39. Simulation actual and calculated bucket cylinder position (left) and the error 

between these (right) with cylinder ¾ load of 162 kN and oil temperature of 40 °C. 
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Figure 40. Pressures of the bucket DDH A- and B-side pumps (left) and torque of the bucket 

DDH motor (right) during the cycle with cylinder load of 162 kN and oil temperature of 40 

°C. 

The bucket cylinder experiences little to no backpressure at low loads possibly due to better 

pump flow to cylinder area ratio with error of 1.2 % as opposed to the boom that had a ratio 

error of 2.1 % as noted in chapter 2.1.3. Otherwise the bucket has a similar behavior to the 

boom. 

Figure 41 and Figure 42 present the errors of the boom and bucket cylinder positions at 

various load levels. The light load is again ¼, medium is ½ and high is about ¾ of the 

maximum theoretical cylinder load, which for the boom cylinders is 554.1 kN and 203.8 kN 

for the bucket. 

 

Figure 41. Error between the simulation actual and calculated boom cylinder position at 

various load levels at oil temperature of 40 °C. 
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Figure 42. Error between the simulation actual and calculated bucket cylinder position at 

various load levels at oil temperature of 40 °C. 

The simulation results showed a maximum error of about 7.5 mm in a single bucket lift-

lower cycle with ¾ of maximum load. It could be assumed that this amount of error 

accumulates with each successive cycle. Main error sources appears to be caused by the 

motor acceleration and deceleration phases. The result is that the calculated movement is 

less than the actual in lifting and lower in lowering. The reason is that the movement 

calculation method is based on torque required during constant cylinder speed. 

 

4.2 Measurements and comparison to simulation  
 

This section presents the same comparison between the actual and calculated cylinder 

positions as the previous section but acquires the true cylinder positions from measurements 

of test cycles performed with the real mining loader. Necessary sensor data from the real-

time system running the control software was saved in dSpace Control Desk data-logger. 

The utilized data includes motor torque, which is acquired from the coil armature current 

and torque constant, speed, cylinder positions and oil temperatures. The results comprise of 

test cycles performed with and without reference points on the ends and middle of the 

cylinders. The calculated position is limited by soft upper and lower limits at the cylinder 

end points. The measurements were performed by running a lifting-lowering cycle of the 

boom and bucket at four different speeds and with no load weight at the bucket and with 

1040 kg and 2205 kg payloads. The maximum speed cycle lasts for about 25 seconds and 

the motors operate at about 5000 – 6000 rpm. The boom cylinders do not reach their upper 

limit of 311.15 mm due to very smooth and “loose” PID controller to achieve smoother 
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acceleration and less oscillation with this simple controller. The oil temperature during the 

measurements varied between 25 and 30 °C. 

4.2.1 Measurement results with no payload 

 

This section presents the boom and bucket measured and calculated positions with no bucket 

payload and no error compensation methods. Figure 43 left shows the calculated and 

measured positions of the boom cylinder at no bucket payload and using the highest cycle 

speed and the right part shows the difference between the measured real and calculated boom 

cylinder position. 

 

Figure 43. Boom cylinder positon with no load and no reference compensation. Left: Real 

and calculated boom cylinder position without reference points. Right: Error between the 

calculated and measured positions. 

During the lifting movement, the error accumulation is minimal and is apparently mainly 

caused by the beginning acceleration and end deceleration. When the cylinder real position 

has reached the top position, the calculated position continues to creep upwards. This is can 

be explained as the boom motor maintains a speed of about 60 rpm (Figure 44), which does 

not affect the cylinder speed however it manages to deceive the position calculator. This is 

ultimately caused by low accuracy PID control to achieve smoother movement. Faster 

responding PID would result in better accuracy at the cost of sharp torque spikes and motor 

speed oscillation, which are detrimental to the position calculator. The problem can be 

compensated by measuring what is the lowest motor speed that is capable of causing cylinder 

movement and filter out speeds below that in the position calculation model. Results utilizing 

this method are presented in section 4.2.5. 
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Figure 44. Left: Boom motor speed at maximum cycle speed. Right: Zoom of the error 

causing motor creep speed. 

Figure 45 displays the measured and calculated positions of the bucket cylinder. 

 

Figure 45. Bucket cylinder cycle with no load. Left: Bucket cylinder measured real and 

calculated. Right: Difference between the measured real and calculated boom cylinder 

position. 

These figures demonstrate that while the sensorless position calculation is capable of 

matching the piston movement speed, it has problems with the acceleration and deceleration 

phases. The algorithm is also not capable of functioning at very low motor speeds or 

detecting overloads and cylinder creeping. Thus, for dependable position control it is 

necessary to utilize reference points at least at the cylinder ends but preferably at the middle 

points as well. Results with reference point error compensation are illustrated in section 

4.2.4. 
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4.2.2 Measurement results with 1040 and 2205 kg payloads 

 

Figure 46 and Figure 47 presents results for the same cycle performed with a 1040 kg 

payload attached to the bucket. The upward creep of the boom cylinder calculated position 

is also present in these results. 

 

 
Figure 46. Boom cylinder cycle with a bucket payload of 1040 kg. Left: Boom cylinder 

measured real and calculated positions. Right: Difference between the measured real and 

calculated boom cylinder position. 

 
Figure 47. Bucket cylinder cycle with a bucket payload of 1040 kg. Left: Boom cylinder 

measured real and calculated positions. Right: Difference between the measured real and 

calculated boom cylinder position. 

 

Figure 48 to Figure 49 present results with the 2205 kg payload. In these cycles the 

movement speed was slower and thus the cycle duration longer because the motors had 

insufficient power to keep up with the reference positions at higher speeds. The sudden rise 

in the boom cylinder position in the middle is caused by the linkage mechanism that connects 

the bucket cylinder to the boom. This mechanism causes the boom to rise slightly when the 
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bucket is driven to the bottom. The increased load now causes the bucket to continue moving 

to the lower end of 850 mm cylinder position.  

 

 
Figure 48. Boom cylinder cycle with a bucket payload of 2205 kg. Left: Boom cylinder 

measured real and calculated positions. Right: Difference between the measured real and 

calculated boom cylinder position. 

 
Figure 49. Bucket cylinder cycle with a bucket payload of 2205 kg. Left: Boom cylinder 

measured real and calculated positions. Right: Difference between the measured real and 

calculated boom cylinder position. 

The results with two different payloads demonstrate that the higher load does increase the 

maximum cylinder position error. As an example comparing figures 45 (bucket cylinder no 

load) and 49 (bucket cylinder 2205 kg load) the higher load results in a maximum error of 

about 58 mm whereas no load resulted in about 20 mm error. According to the simulation 

results (figures 48 and 49) higher load causes higher accumulated error. As mentioned, the 

problems are likely caused by acceleration and deceleration phases where the motor speeds 

is still low and the torques are high as well as from the before mentioned low speed motor 

creep in case of the boom position. 

Figure 50 demonstrates the position error of the boom and bucket parts at lifted boom 

instance in the 1040 kg payload case. In this position, the effect of the upward creep of the 
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calculated boom position is noticeable. Figure 51 shows the distance error between the 

measured and calculated position of the bucket lower tip marked as Sbucket in Figure 50. 

 

 

Figure 50. Visualization of the error of the measured and calculated positions of the boom 

and bucket with 1040 kg payload at the time of 15s into the cycle. Opaque orange parts 

represent the real measurements and the grey transparent parts show the positions based on 

calculated cylinder positions. Sbucket denotes the distance between the calculated and 

measured positions of the lower tip of the bucket. 
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Figure 51. Distance error between the measured and calculated bucket lower tip position 

(Sbucket) in 1040 kg payload case. 

The bucket low tip position error reaches about 125 mm at the top of the cycle. This is mainly 

caused by the boom motor low speed creep combined with the bucket cylinder error during 

the dumping phase. 

 

4.2.4 Cylinder positions with error compensation methods 

 

This section presents results of the same cycle, though with the addition of two position error 

compensation methods. The first utilizes reference points of the measured cylinder positions 

received from the draw-wire sensors. The calculated position is synchronized with the 

measured position when the measured reading reaches the end and middle points of the 

cylinder stroke. The boom cylinder has a stroke of 311.15 mm thus the middle point is 

rounded to 155 mm from the bottom. The bucket cylinder middle point is at 425 mm. The 

second method is to filter out the very low boom DDH motor speed that cause problems 

described in section 4.2.1. Based on Figure 44, boom motor speeds below 100 rpm are 

filtered to zero. The following figures show results of the 1040 kg payload cycles as 

examples, first with only the reference point compensation and second with low speed 

filtering. 

Figure 52 and Figure 53 present the addition of reference points in the ends and middle of 

the boom and bucket cylinders. 
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Figure 52. Boom cylinder cycle with reference point compensation and a bucket payload of 

1040 kg. Left: Boom cylinder measured real and calculated positions. Right: Difference 

between the measured real and calculated boom cylinder position. 

 
Figure 53. Bucket cylinder cycle with reference point compensation and a bucket payload 

of 1040 kg. Left: Boom cylinder measured real and calculated positions. Right: Difference 

between the measured real and calculated boom cylinder position. 

Figure 54 shows the boom cylinder position when speeds below 100 rpm of the boom motor 

are filtered out. While error from the deceleration of the boom lift causes an error, the error 

form the boom motor low speed creep is eliminated, which reduces the overall error. Figure 

55 presents error of the bucket lower tip position with both compensation methods. 
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Figure 54. Boom cylinder cycle with reference point compensation, motor speed filtering 

and a bucket payload of 1040 kg. Left: Boom cylinder measured real and calculated 

positions. Right: Difference between the measured real and calculated boom cylinder 

position. 

 

Figure 55. Left: Distance error between the measured and calculated bucket lower tip 

position with reference point and boom motor speed filtering error compensation in 1040 kg 

payload case. Previous result of Figure 51 without compensation is shown in right for 

comparison. 

For the boom cylinder, the motor low speed filtering greatly lowers the error at the top cycle 

position from about 20 to 10 mm. The bucket cylinder does not seem to gain much benefit 

in relation to the maximum error. However, the next figures demonstrate that the reference 

point compensation benefit the most in successive cycles. 

Figure 56 to Figure 59 show results for two successive lifting-lowering cycles to test the 

reference point compensation method. First, figures 64 and 65 present results with boom 

motor low speed filtering and no reference point compensation. Note that from these results 

onward, a better position controller based on fuzzy logic was implemented. This resulted in 

better following of the cycle reference. Due to unknown problems, the previous PID 

controller did not operate in a repeatable manner any longer, thus the rest of the results will 

utilize the new fuzzy PID controller. While the cycle profile changed, the position 
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calculation remained unchanged. Furthermore, the cycle is now run at half the speed of the 

previous cycles with 1040 kg load. 

 

Figure 56. Boom cylinder positions in two successive cycles with motor speed filtering and 

a bucket payload of 1040 kg. Left: Boom cylinder measured real and calculated positions. 

Right: Difference between the measured real and calculated boom cylinder position. 

 

Figure 57. Bucket cylinder positions in two successive cycles with motor speed filtering and 

a bucket payload of 1040 kg. Left: Boom cylinder measured real and calculated positions. 

Right: Difference between the measured real and calculated boom cylinder position. 

Figure 56 demonstrates that successive cycles cause cumulation of error in the boom cylinder 

position of about 20 mm at the end of the second cycle. The bucket cylinder error zeroes 

itself when reaching the end positions, however at the end of the cycles there is an error of 

about 35 mm in the end. To remedy the cumulative errors, Figure 58 and Figure 59 show 

results with added compensator. 
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Figure 58. Boom cylinder positions in two successive cycles with reference compensation, 

motor speed filtering and a bucket payload of 1040 kg. Left: Boom cylinder measured real 

and calculated positions. Right: Difference between the measured real and calculated boom 

cylinder position. 

 

Figure 59. Bucket cylinder positions in two successive cycles with reference compensation, 

motor speed filtering and a bucket payload of 1040 kg. Left: Boom cylinder measured real 

and calculated positions. Right: Difference between the measured real and calculated boom 

cylinder position. 

Based on the results, the maximum errors with the sensorless position calculator are on 

average about 20 mm for the boom cylinder and about 30 mm for the bucket in a single 

movement cycle. Utilization of only the reference points does not have a significant effect 

during a single cycle though they help to mitigate the cumulative errors in repeated cycles. 

With filtering of low boom motor speeds, the boom cylinder error is limited to about 10 mm 

in a single cycle due to lack of the upward creeping movement of the calculated position. 

The results demonstrated that the position accuracy does not vary significantly with payload 

variation. This accuracy is possibly enough for applications that do not require millimeter 

scale accuracy such as excavators, diggers or large cranes. The accuracy is slightly worse 

than in earlier simulation results, which could be expected since the hydraulic system in the 

simulation cannot exactly match the real system. 
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4.2.5 Results of sensorless position control accuracy 

 

In the previous measurements, the position control was achieved by utilizing the draw-wire 

sensors as position inputs to PID controllers. The error of the calculated position was defined 

as how well the position calculator could follow the measured position. This section presents 

results for tests that utilizes the calculator instead of the sensors as the position inputs for the 

controller. The tests were performed with 1040 kg load and the same cycle as before. The 

low speed filtering of the boom motor is always on as the upward creep of the calculated 

boom position could cause dangerous movement of the boom. Results without and with 

reference point compensation are presented in the following figures. First, Figure 60 and 

Figure 61 show results without reference points. 

 

Figure 60. Boom cylinder cycle with sensorless position control. The bucket payload was 

1040 kg. Left: Boom cylinder sensor measured and sensorless calculated positions. Right: 

Difference between the measured and calculated boom cylinder position. 

 

Figure 61. Bucket cylinder cycle with sensorless position control. The bucket payload was 

1040 kg. Left: Bucket cylinder sensor measured and sensorless calculated positions. Right: 

Difference between the measured and calculated Bucket cylinder position. 
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The boom cylinder position in Figure 60 demonstrates a new issue in which the boom 

lowering motion is not entirely smooth. This issue appeared randomly regardless of whether 

the sensorless control was activated or not and seems to be caused by lag in the CAN 

network. The issue was more pronounced at lower speeds. 

Figure 62 and Figure 63 present the same with reference point compensation switched on. 

 

Figure 62. Boom cylinder cycle with sensorless position control. Reference point 

compensation was on and the bucket payload was 1040 kg. Left: Boom cylinder sensor 

measured and sensorless calculated positions. Right: Difference between the measured and 

calculated boom cylinder position. 

 

Figure 63. Bucket cylinder cycle with sensorless position control. Reference point 

compensation was on and the bucket payload was 1040 kg. Left: Boom cylinder sensor 

measured and sensorless calculated positions. Right: Difference between the measured and 

calculated Bucket cylinder position. 

In case of the boom, the reference point compensation does not significantly reduce the 

maximum error as it takes place at the top position. However, the error is returned to zero at 

the end of the cycle. The bucket benefits more from the compensation as the maximum error 

is reduced from about 60 mm to 35 mm. 
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Figure 64 presents the error of the bucket lower tip position between the recorded sensorless 

position calculator and the real measured position from position sensors. Results with and 

without the error compensation methods are shown. 

 

Figure 64. Distance error between the real measured and sensorless recorded bucket lower 

tip position in 1040 kg payload case. Left: Without error compensation. Right: With 

reference points and boom motor speed filtering error compensation. 

The maximum error of the bucket lower tip is reduced from about 170 to about 120 mm and 

other high error spikes are also reduced.  
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5. Conclusions and discussion 
 

This thesis studied the position control of the pump controlled hydraulic cylinders by 

utilizing sensor virtualization. A prototype hybridized mining loader with DDH actuated 

bucket arm was used as a testbed for the control. Torque and speed of the electric motors 

driving the pumps were used to predict the movement of the cylinders based on running a 

simulation model of the hydraulic system at constant motor speed, different cylinder loads 

and oil temperatures. The simulation produced lookup tables for cylinder movements in 

millimeters per motor revolution at a torque level. These lookup tables were utilized to form 

a cylinder position estimation algorithm. The sensorless position calculation algorithm was 

tested by performing a test work cycle without load and with bucket payloads of 1040 and 

2205 kg. First, the position output of the sensorless positioning was compared off-line to 

recorded measured positions. Finally, the sensorless position system was utilized real-time 

as a position sensor. 

Based on the simulation results, the sensorless positioning of this DDH system provides 

sufficient accuracy in a scale of few millimeters for a single lifting lowering work cycle 

provided that the load is not near the maximum. The measurement results showed a larger 

error, which was in the scale of couple of centimeters. Main error sources were acceleration 

and deceleration phases during which the motor speed is relatively low and torque is high. 

More accurate simulation parameters could produce more accurate position estimation. A 

significant error for the position calculator was caused by the boom motor that ran at a small 

speed of about 60 rpm when the boom was at stationary up position. Thus boom motor 

speeds below 100 rpm were filtered. Another error reducing method was implemented, 

which synchronized the calculated position to the sensor measured position in the middle of 

the cylinder stroke. The earlier measurements were performed with a conventional PID 

controller. Later, a fuzzy logic type controller was implemented, which resulted in different 

movement cycle profile. Due to issues with the control software and possibly with the motor 

controllers, the old PID position controller did not work as before and the later measurements 

had to be performed with the new controller. Thus, the later measurements were not entirely 

comparable. The previous measurements were not re-performed due to difficulties in 

changing loads and the general unreliability of the control software. The test with sensorless 

position sensor yielded higher errors without the reference point compensation. With the 

reference points, the maximum and final errors are significantly reduced especially with the 

bucket. 

The cylinder position calculation still has limitations. There is a notable cumulation of error, 

which is mainly caused by errors induced during the motor acceleration and deceleration 

phases. During the movement, the position calculation accumulates little error as the 

calculation process is based on simulation of the cylinder movement with constant motor 

speed. Since it can be assumed that a typical work cycle of a mining loader consist of lifting 

a load and dumping it, the cylinder pistons very likely reach the end points and will certainly 

pass through the middle. This would make it possible to use simple and cheap proximity 

sensors, such as Hall effect magnet sensors, to act as reference points for the sensorless 

position calculation. Soft end point limits for the calculated position are utilized, however 

they only prevent the calculated position from exceeding the limits. The algorithm has no 
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information if a cylinder has truly reached an end point without the reference points. It could 

be possible that the system works without the reference points if the cylinders reach the end 

positions as this synchronizes the real and calculated positions. 

It is also useful to ask, what degree of accuracy is needed. Direct measurement of cylinder 

length provides the greatest accuracy at the cost of more expensive equipment. However, if 

millimeter scale accuracy is not needed and centimeters are enough, sensorless positioning 

is likely viable and cheaper. However, direct driven servo hydraulics are needed to 

implement sensorless positioning of cylinders. Also depending on the layout of the DDH 

system, more pump units are needed if a multipump system is chosen. As such, if direct 

driven hydraulics are used to drive a cylinder, sensorless positioning almost comes with it. 

If parameters of a single DDH unit and the actuator it drives are known, it is easier to 

simulate and predict the behavior of the system since at some constant pressure level and 

flow rate the cylinder moves at constant speed and a constant pump motor torque and 

rotational speed is required for this. Pump leakages are mainly dependent on fluid viscosity 

and pressure, which makes the behavior more predictable. Only inaccuracies that remain are 

how well pump volumetric and mechanical efficiencies as well as frictions are defined, 

which in a more unknown system could be a significant source of error. Internal leakage of 

the cylinder is also assumed to be small compared to the pump, which is another factor to be 

considered. In addition, the position accuracy suffers at very slow speeds. Hydraulic pumps 

are not often intended to be run at slow speeds, thus the efficiencies  In a real system, factors 

such as seal wear cause additional non-linearity sources, which can be difficult to predict 

unless accurate wear models are taken into account. In addition, properties of the oil change 

with time as impurities from various sources mix in. Thus, it will be easier to implement a 

sensorless positioning logic into a purpose designed EHA unit where all relevant parameters 

are known. If the cylinder is separate, additional measurements will be needed. 

 

5.1 Future work 

 

The sensorless position control has potential to be applied to other DDH utilizing mobile 

and stationary machinery. The advantage of a system designed from the beginning to utilize 

DDH architecture, is that there are less unknown factors. For improved positioning accuracy, 

more accurate simulation parameters, taking the acceleration phases and relief valve flow 

into account would be required as well as more reliable and optimized controllers.  

This hold true to the mining loader as well, which suffered from inconsistent and unreliable 

controllers and lag in the CAN network. This might have had effect on a few if not all 

measurement results. In addition, it could be useful to test the sensorless position control 

with more realistic work cycle in which the bucket payload is not constant and the movement 

profile could vary.  
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Appendix A Oil viscosity table 

 

Figure A.1. Viscosity – temperature diagram of Shell Tellus T hydraulic oil. [shell tellus] 
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Appendix B Simple cylinders kinematic model 

 

Figure B.1. Simulation model containing only the cylinders with constant forces. 
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Appendix C Bucket hydraulics models 

 

Figure C.1. Simulation model of the bucket pump system. 

 

 

Figure C.2. Simulation model of the bucket hydraulics. 
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